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Abstract (150 words) 9 
Poly(ethylene terephthalate)/polypropylene (PET/PP) films containing olive leaf extract (OLE) were 10 
obtained by supercritical solvent impregnation (SSI) in batch (BM) and semi-continuous (SM) modes. 11 
The study focused on the impact of pressure, temperature, CO2 flow and OLE on the properties of the 12 
impregnated films. Thermal analysis of non-impregnated samples revealed a decrease in the 13 
crystallinity of PP layer treated at 35 ºC and an increase in the Tg of PET treated at 55 ºC due to CO2 14 
sorption. In impregnated samples, high pressures caused a decrease in the crystallinity of PP layer, 15 
whereas PET layer remained unaffected. Higher pressures favour impregnation in BM, whereas 16 
different trends were found for SM impregnations. Although the film properties were not compromised 17 
after impregnation, the CO2 stream used in SM slightly weakened the impregnated films. Overall, 18 
conditions of 400 bar and 35ºC in BM were favorable for producing highly antioxidant films with minor 19 
structural modifications. 20 
 21 
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1. Introduction 25 
The demand for minimally processed foods without additives is ever increasing and one of the more 26 
innovative alternatives is the inclusion of preservatives in food packaging materials. The use of natural 27 
antioxidant compounds (AOs) in packaging films offers some advantages compared to the direct 28 
addition of preservatives to the foodstuff. These include the need for lower amounts of active 29 
compounds to impart AO activity, the potential for the controlled release to the food matrix, and 30 
confining the AO activity to the product surface [1].  31 
In the food packaging field, there is usually no single material that has all the requirements for the 32 
conservation of a specific product and so the combination of different materials is often used to optimize 33 
the packaging. Multilayer films have thus gained attention due to these providing certain mechanical, 34 
barrier or heat-sealing properties that monolayer films cannot offer [2, 3].  Multilayer films have been 35 
used for creating AO or antimicrobial (AM) packaging using polymers alone or in combination with 36 
other materials such as paper or fibers [4-7]. Among them, low- and high-density polyethylene (LDPE 37 
and HDPE), ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA), poly(lactic acid) films (PLA), poly(ethylene terephthalate) 38 
(PET) or polypropylene (PP) are commonly used as substrates in active packaging material. In 39 
particular, PET has been used in coatings and multilayer formulations for obtaining an oxygen barrier 40 
material [8-11], whereas PP has been used in anti-insect and AM packaging material [12, 13]. 41 
Although procedures such as extrusion or coating have been used traditionally for developing active 42 
packaging, supercritical solvent impregnation (SSI) using CO2 offers numerous advantages compared 43 
with other practices due to its mild critical point conditions (31.06 °C and 73.8 bar), high diffusivity, 44 
low viscosity and inert nature among other factors [14]. It is also possible to impregnate both non-polar 45 
and polar compounds (whether adding low amounts of polar solvents) and control the loading extent by 46 
modifying the operating parameters such as pressure, time, temperature or depressurization rate [15]. 47 
The mild operating temperatures, which do not compromise the stability of the active substance, is very 48 
advantageous when compared to other strategies for incorporation of active substances such as thermal 49 
extrusion, where the temperatures employed in the film manufacture can exceed 200 ºC [8]. 50 
Additionally, there is no requirement to modify the polymer surface in order to improve adhesion 51 
properties that promote the impregnation of compounds [16-19].  52 
From an environmental point of view, SSI is considered to be a “green” technique since minimal 53 
amounts of polar solvents are required and generally only in cases where the active substances are not 54 
well dissolved by the CO2 [20]. Moreover, solvent-free films are obtained and a final evaporation is 55 
usually not required which is advantageous for film integrity.  Therefore, SSI is a suitable alternative 56 
for the inclusion of an active substance on a polymer matrix after processing. The use of this technique 57 
in PET and PP polymers has been previously reported in the literature associated with food, medical 58 
and textile fields. For example, Belizón et al. [21] developed a PET/PP multilayer film impregnated 59 
with mango extract that was effective in the preservation of lettuce and tangerine. Champeau et al. [22] 60 
used polymers such as PP and PET as suture materials  that were effectively impregnated with drugs as 61 
acetylsalicylic acid or ketoprofen for medical purposes, whereas Herek et al. [23] and Miyazaki et al. 62 
[24] used supercritical impregnation for polymer dyeing. 63 
Despite the wide applicability of this technique, one potential disadvantage of SSI is the consequences 64 
that the severe operational conditions may have on the integrity of the polymer matrix which can include 65 
delamination, the appearance of bubbles, and weakness or loss of mechanical properties. Factors such 66 
as the impregnation conditions, the presence of the active compound or the supercritical CO2 (scCO2) 67 
sorption of the polymer can potentially cause damage to the matrix due to the swelling and plasticizing 68 
effects directed to the amorphous regions of the polymer [25-27]. This could subsequently alter some 69 
chemical and physical characteristics of the films including the morphology, the thermal stability or the 70 
mechanical properties [28]. 71 
The process of SSI consists of three general steps which can be performed using one or two vessels: (i) 72 
solubilisation of the active substance in the supercritical phase; (ii) swelling of the polymer matrix in 73 
the supercritical phase; and (iii) diffusion of the active compound into the swollen polymer. 74 
Depressurization is then performed which facilitates the impregnation of the active compound into the 75 
matrix [29, 30]. The most common method of supercritical impregnation is via static or batch mode 76 
(BM), although some investigators have started to apply a dynamic or semi-continuous mode (SM) in 77 
order to improve impregnation efficiency [29, 31, 32]. In BM, the process proceeds with the vessel’s 78 
outlet closed and the scCO2 is introduced until the pre-set pressure conditions are reached inside the 79 
vessel. In contrast, the SM process involves a stream of scCO2 at a constant pressure that flows across 80 
the impregnation cell continuously. In one example, Ivanovic et al. [33] investigated the BM 81 
impregnation of thymol in poly(caprolactone) (PCL) and poly(caprolactone-hydroxyapatite) in a single 82 
vessel, by placing the polymers in two different baskets with the extract placed at the bottom. 83 
Milovanovic et al. [31] used the same procedure but compared the results with those obtained with an 84 
integrated process of extraction-deposition of thyme carried out in two vessels with CO2 recirculation. 85 
Furthermore, Manna et al. [34] successfully impregnated poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) microparticles with 86 
ketophen using an SM process with two vessels both working at the same conditions of pressure and 87 
temperature.  88 
Clearly, a wide range of polymers impregnated with both chemicals and natural extracts using scCO2 89 
have been reported in the literature [35-39]. Among the natural compounds, OLE has been used for 90 
food preservation due to its reported AO, antibacterial and antifungal properties [40-44]. Moreover, the 91 
olive tree is one of the main crops grown in the Mediterranean basin and is therefore a widely available 92 
resource and a by-product of potential interest.  93 
The present paper is aimed at reporting the development of an antioxidant PET/PP laminated film 94 
impregnated with OLE by the SM and BM processes carried out in one vessel by investigating the effect 95 
of scCO2 flow rate, OLE, and impregnation conditions have over the film properties. To the best of our 96 
knowledge, this is the first time that the results obtained by these two impregnation modes have been 97 
compared. 98 
2. Material and Methods 99 
2.1. Chemical Reagents and Raw Materials 100 
Carbon dioxide (99.99%) was purchased from Abello-Linde S.A. (Barcelona, Spain). The reagents 101 
required for the determination of the antioxidant activity of the impregnated samples, 2,2-diphenyl-1-102 
picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) reagent and ethanol, were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany).  103 
The polymer film used for impregnation was a multilayer food contact packaging film provided by 104 
Technopack Univel S.r.L. (Mortara, Italy). It is comprised of separate layers of PET (12 m) and PP 105 
(50 m) that are bonded with a urethane adhesive layer. The film thickness specifications were provided 106 
by the manufacturer. 107 
Olea europea leaves were collected from the region of Jaén (Andalucía, Spain) and dried at room 108 
temperature and stored in darkness prior to extraction of the OLE. The latter was obtained from 200 g 109 
of crushed olive leaf, which was placed in a 1 L reactor. Enhanced solvent extraction was carried out 110 
over a period of 2 h at 120 bar and 80 ºC using CO2 and ethanol (1:1) as a co-solvent at a total flow rate 111 
of 10 g min-1 following the procedure described by Cejudo Bastante et al. [15]. 112 
2.2. Supercritical Impregnation Procedures 113 
The supercritical impregnation equipment was supplied by Thar Technologies (Pittsburgh, PA, USA, 114 
model SF500), which includes a vessel (500 mL) coupled with a thermostatic jacket, one high pressure 115 
pump with a maximum flow rate of 50 g min-1, CO2 cylinder, and a back-pressure regulator to control 116 
system pressure. For both impregnation methods (BM and SM), the equipment layout is the same but 117 
the procedure has some differences to the BM procedure reported previously [15]. In both procedures, 118 
1.7 g of plastic film measuring 8  30 cm was loaded into the steel supports of the vessel and oriented 119 
helically to allow the extract to flow through the layers of the film. Ensuring there was no contact with 120 
the film, 15 mL of OLE was loaded in the bottom of the vessel. This amount of OLE was in excess 121 
according to a previous study and as such was not considered a limiting factor [15]. During the 122 
pressurization step, CO2 was pumped at a rate of 10 g min-1 until the working pressure was achieved. In 123 
the BM process, the vessel outlet was closed and when the required pressure was achieved inside, it 124 
was maintained for a period of 1 h. An agitation of 40 rpm was applied to enhance mixing and 125 
solubilization of the extract in the supercritical phase. For the SM process, a fresh CO2 stream was 126 
continuously introduced at a flow rate of 2 g min-1, flowing outside the system but maintaining the 127 
pressure inside the vessel. The CO2 enters the vessel from the bottom and exits the vessel at the upper 128 
side, creating a forced movement of the CO2 inside the vessel which effectively agitates the agents. 129 
Films were submitted to pressures of 100 and 400 bar and temperatures of 35 and 55°C in both 130 
impregnation modes. Once the pressure and temperature conditions were achieved in the vessel, 131 
impregnation time commenced and after 1 h of impregnation, a controlled depressurization step was 132 
carried out at a rate of 100 bar min-1. In order to evaluate the influence of the operational conditions on 133 
the film, samples with no extract were also prepared under the same conditions with films treated with 134 
CO2 only tested in BM.  All impregnation conditions were carried out in duplicate.  135 
2.3. Determination of the Antioxidant Loading of OLE in the Film 136 
The DPPH assay is widely used as a method for determining the AO activity of natural extracts in the 137 
liquid state [45-47] or immobilized in solids [21, 38], as in the case of impregnated matrices. The 138 
reduction of the DPPH reagent in the presence of an impregnated film provides a measure of the AO 139 
capacity that the film achieved after impregnation. In this sense, the DPPH reaction was used as an 140 
indirect measurement for calculating the loading of the AO compounds introduced by the OLE 141 
impregnation of the film. Following the procedure described previously [15], 4 mL of 6  10-5 M DPPH 142 
was placed in contact with a known amount of impregnated film. The decrease of the absorbance at 515 143 
nm was measured after 2 h of incubation at room temperature and in darkness, when a steady state was 144 
achieved. The percentage of inhibition (%I), which represents the concentration of compound that reacts 145 




× 100                (1) 147 
where A0 is the initial DPPH absorbance and Ai is the absorbance after 2 h. The relationship between 148 
the concentration of OLE (C (µg/mL)) that reacts with the DPPH after 2 h and I% is given by the 149 
following empirical equation: 150 
𝐶 = −0.0163 (%𝐼)2 + 2.582 (%𝐼) + 0.2498          (R2 = 0.999)                (2) 151 
The AO loading of OLE in the film, expressed in terms of mg AO/g film, was calculated from the value 152 
of C determined from Equation (2) and the mass of film used in the reaction.  153 
2.4. Structural Analysis using FTIR 154 
Analyses of film surfaces were performed using a Perkin Elmer Frontier FTIR spectrophotometer 155 
(Waltham, USA) fitted with a diamond crystal ATR accessory. Each spectrum of the film surface was 156 
the average of 16 scans at a resolution of 4 cm-1 over the frequency range 4000–650 cm-1. All spectra 157 
were recorded at 25°C and the background spectrum of the clean ATR crystal was collected similarly 158 
and automatically subtracted from the sample spectra. Six measurements were performed for each layer 159 
of the film, and each condition was measured in duplicate.   160 
2.5. Thermal Analysis using DSC and TGA 161 
A Mettler Toledo DSC1 instrument was used to study the melting endotherms of the films with samples 162 
of 4 to 5 mg of film weighed and encapsulated in 30 µL aluminium pans. Using an empty pan as a 163 
reference, thermograms were obtained by heating samples from 35 to 300°C, with heating and cooling 164 
rates of 10 °C min-1 and a 50 mL min-1 nitrogen gas flow during the analyses. Single experiments were 165 
performed on whole film samples without separating the individual layers and the melting temperature 166 
(Tm) and melting enthalpy (ΔHm) were calculated using STARe Evaluation Software (Mettler Toledo, 167 
version 11.00). The degree of crystallinity (%Xc) was calculated from the area under the enthalpy of 168 
fusion endotherm using the following equation: 169 
% 𝑋𝑐 =  
∆𝐻𝑚
∆𝐻0𝑚
× 100            (3) 170 
where ΔH°m is the melting enthalpy of 100% crystalline PET (140 J g-1) or PP (207 J g-1) [48]. The 171 
values of ΔHm are normalized by the DSC software with respect to the total mass of the sample added 172 
to the DSC crucible. Since the polymer film is a laminated structure, the values of ΔHm were corrected 173 
to consider the mass fraction of each component relative to the total mass of the sample in order to 174 
calculate the %Xc for each polymer. The correction factor was derived to account for the density 175 
(literature values: PET density 1.38 g cm-3 [49]; PP density 0.946 g cm-3 [50]) and the thickness of each 176 
layer (see Section 2.1). For a two-layered laminated film, the mass fraction of component 1: 177 
𝑚1 = 𝜌1 × 𝑉𝑡  (4) 178 
where ρ1 is the density of component 1 and Vt is the total volume of both component layers which is the 179 
product of the area and height of the component films and assuming a unit area, the expression becomes: 180 
𝑚𝑡 = 𝜌1 ×
ℎ1
ℎ1+ℎ2
  (5) 181 
where h1 and h2 are the heights of components 1 and 2 respectively. Since the values of densities and 182 
thickness are known and constant, the correction factor for the value of ΔHm for component 1 is given 183 
by: 184 
ΔHm1 = ΔHm/mt  (6) 185 
A Mettler Toledo TGA/DSC1 instrument was employed to perform the TGA experiments. Samples of 186 
4 to 5 mg of film were weighed and placed into 70 µL alumina crucibles prior to heating from 20 to 187 
600 °C at 10°C min-1 under a nitrogen atmosphere flow rate of 50 mL min-1. Data were collected with 188 
the Mettler STARe Evaluation software and were then exported to Excel for further processing. The 189 
kinetics of thermal decomposition and the apparent activation energy, Ea, were assessed using 190 
algorithms described by Bigger et al. [51] .  191 
2.6. Mechanical Property Measurement 192 
The tensile strength (TS), of the impregnated films was measured at 25°C using an Instron Universal 193 
Testing Machine model 4301 with a load cell of 5 kN. Six tensile specimens from each sample were 194 
prepared by cutting strips measuring 1  12 cm. The initial gauge length was set at 100 mm and during 195 
the test, a constant cross-head speed of 100 mm min-1 was used. The average TS was calculated using 196 
Instron BlueHill Series IX software. 197 
2.7. Statistical Analysis 198 
A series of ANOVA tests were carried out to establish statistical differences among the samples. A 199 
post-hoc Tukey test at α = 0.05 was then performed using STATISTICA 8.0 software. 200 
 201 
3. Results and Discussion 202 
3.1. Influence of Operational Conditions on Antioxidant Loading of OLE in the Film 203 
Pressure and temperature are the main factors that influence the solvating capacity and diffusivity of 204 
scCO2, and the thermodynamic behaviour of the polymer (swelling and plasticizing effects). This work 205 
evaluates the effect of pressure and temperature in the range of 100-400 bar and 35-55°C respectively, 206 
on the supercritical solvent impregnation of OLE into PET/PP films. In this case, the AO loading of 207 
OLE was calculated by analysing the reduction in the absorbance of the DPPH solution in presence of 208 
an impregnated film. This reaction indicates the AO capacity of the film, which is determined by the 209 
amount of AO compounds from OLE that have been impregnated. The AO loading of the films 210 
impregnated by the SM and BM processes under the different conditions is shown in Figure 1, where 211 
statistical differences have been analysed by the Tukey test at α = 0.05 of significance.  212 
When evaluating the influence of the operational parameters on the loading of impregnated films several 213 
factors must be considered including the CO2-OLE affinity [26] and the OLE-polymer affinity. These 214 
are related to the solubility and the partition coefficient, as well as the CO2-polymer affinity [52] and 215 
depend partially on the crystallinity [25] and on the CO2 sorption capacity of the polymer. These factors 216 
are of prime importance when the impregnation process is performed in a single vessel since there is 217 
only one set of conditions used for both the solubilisation and impregnation of the active substance. 218 
Hence, conditions must be chosen to optimize both the solubilisation of the active substances in the 219 
CO2 and the impregnation efficiency. 220 
Samples impregnated by BM at 400 bar generally showed a significantly higher loading than those 221 
impregnated at 100 bar. These results are in agreement with a previous study of the BM impregnation 222 
of OLE in PET/PP films, where a high concentration of compounds from different families were 223 
impregnated at high pressure [53]. In the case of the dyeing process for PET, several authors agree that 224 
higher pressures favour the CO2 sorption with increasing temperatures [54], which could lead to a better 225 
swelling and plasticizing effect and eventually a greater diffusion coefficient [23, 55]. Other authors 226 
have also reported higher CO2 sorption on both PET and PP under increasing pressures at a temperature 227 
of 40 ºC [56, 57]. In contrast, previous work on the same matrix showed different results when mango 228 
extract was used in a BM process where better impregnation conditions were obtained at 100 bar and 229 
45ºC in a multilayer PET/PP film [21]. This indicates impregnation process depends on the 230 
modifications of polymer when it is in contact with the CO2, but also on the type of active compound, 231 
and even more when it is a complex mixture of different compounds such as natural extracts.  232 
When working in SM, the influence of the impregnation conditions differed to those observed in BM 233 
where the opposite conditions offered similar AO loading. Since OLE is a mixture of compounds with 234 
different polarities, it is possible that applying the 100 bar and 35ºC conditions favoured the 235 
impregnation of different compounds than those impregnated at 400 bar and 55ºC, providing similar 236 
antioxidant capacity levels in both conditions. Conversely, films impregnated at 100 bar and 55ºC had 237 
the lowest AO loadings because these conditions are unfavourable for both the swelling of the polymers 238 
and the solubility power of the scCO2/ethanol mixture.  239 
The influence of the impregnation mode is evident when one compares the AO loadings at 400 bar and 240 
35ºC that were obtained under the BM and SM processes. Since the vessel outlet is closed in BM, the 241 
optimal conditions of impregnation must favour both solubilisation of the extract and plasticizing of the 242 
film in order to achieve the highest level of impregnation. This was not the case for the SM, where the 243 
scCO2-OLE affinity would prevail over the OLE-polymer affinity, favouring the drawing or removal 244 
of OLE outside the vessel and consequently reducing the film loading. This may explain why films 245 
impregnated at 400 bar and 35ºC in BM showed statistically higher AO loadings than those impregnated 246 
in SM.  247 
It was evident that although the SM process did not involve a controlled means of agitation within the 248 
system, the uniformity of the film loading improved as suggested by the lower standard deviations of 249 
the loadings when compared to the BM process. It is possible that the flow of CO2 in the reactor during 250 
the process assists in the homogenization of the scCO2 and OLE thereby enhances the impregnation 251 
process.  252 
3.2. Structural Analysis of Films by FTIR 253 
3.2.1. Effect of scCO2 on Non-impregnated Film 254 
The surface structure of each film layer subjected to each of the scCO2 treatments was elucidated by 255 
FTIR spectroscopy with the peaks normalized at 2919 cm-1 and 1243 cm-1 for the PP and PET layers 256 
respectively. When compared to the control film with no treatment, the PP layer of the samples 257 
subjected to the high-pressure impregnation conditions showed differences at wavenumbers 3430, 3240 258 
(―OH and ―NH stretch) and 1646 cm-1 (―CH2=CH2 stretch) as shown in Figure S2 (supplementary 259 
data). These peaks are clearly present in the control film but subsequently diminish upon treatment. 260 
They are possibly related to hydroxyl stretching originating from the polyurethane adhesive [58] 261 
between the layers. During impregnation, the CO2 produces a swelling effect which generates mobility 262 
of the polymer chains and may subsequently reduce the penetration of the IR beam so that the adhesive 263 
is no longer visible. This suggests that the swelling effect may be partially irreversible and/or the 264 
ordering of the polymer chains upon depressurization is modified.  265 
In the case of the PET layer, analysis of the samples subjected to scCO2 treatment did not show any 266 
discernible differences (see Figure S1 supplementary data). The observed spectra are almost identical 267 
except for a slight decrease and broadening of the peak at 1713 cm-1 (–C=O carbonyl stretch and/or –268 
NH-CO-O-R urethane stretch) [59], possibly due to hydrogen bonding, which is evident mostly for 269 
samples treated at 55ºC. The extent of the decrease in the peak intensity is not as significant as that 270 
observed in the PP layer which may be due to the higher mobility of the polymer chains and the 271 
subsequent rearrangement upon depressurization.   272 
Some authors have reported the presence of CO2 is evidenced by peaks at 2300, 3590 and 3695 cm-1 273 
[60, 61] but in the present study, no differences were observed between the control and treated samples 274 
at those wavenumbers so it is suggested there is an insignificant amount of CO2 remaining after the 275 
impregnation of the film.  276 
3.2.2. Effect of scCO2 Impregnation of OLE on Film Structures 277 
Surface FTIR-ATR revealed the presence of functional groups and the possible interactions of these 278 
with the film upon the introduction of OLE into the scCO2 reactor vessel. As shown in Figure 2a, 279 
differences in bond vibrations were observed in the PET layer including: hydroxyl vibrations between 280 
ca. 3000-3650 cm-1 [62], symmetric and asymmetric CH2 and CH stretching vibrations at 2920 and 281 
2851 cm-1 [63], >C=O carbonyl stretch and/or urethane stretch –NH-CO––O-R at 1713 cm-1 [58, 64, 282 
65], –C-O– stretch of ester groups at 1018 cm-1, para-disubstituted benzene stretching at 872 cm-1 [66], 283 
–CH2 skeletal vibration at 724 cm-1 [67], –NH2 antisymmetric stretching  of urethane at 3430 cm-1, and 284 
–SO3H in sulfonic acids at 1280 and 1050 cm-1 [59] from the OLE. 285 
Compared with the spectrum of the control film, the intensity of the peaks at 3340, 2920, 2851 cm-1 286 
increased in the presence of OLE which can be explained by the glucose and aromatic rings within the 287 
structures of the OLE-impregnated phenols [53] and which, in turn, confirms the presence of the OLE 288 
on the surface of the impregnated PET layer. Saroufim et al. [68] suggested that the increased absorption 289 
band in the region 3340-2850 cm-1 is due to the formation of large quantities of polar groups. In the 290 
present study, the peaks at 872 and 724 cm-1 were also prominent due to the presence of the OLE, 291 
although the location and intensity of these peaks did not vary significantly over the operational 292 
conditions. It is possible that the OLE is bonded to the film via the carbonyl moieties in the OLE, which 293 
may explain the decrease in the peak at 1714 cm-1 when comparing the impregnated samples with the 294 
control film. This result is in agreement with several authors who reported that decreases in this band 295 
is due to hydrogen bonding of the carbonyl groups between different compounds and different 296 
polymeric matrices including cellulose acetate [69], poly(methyl methacrylate) [70], PVP [34], and 297 
contact lens materials [71]. Moreover, the broadening of this peak can also reveal the presence of 298 
hydrogen bonding [65], which is favoured when the pressure and temperature are increased during the 299 
impregnation process. 300 
Champeau et al. [52]  described two mechanisms of impregnation depending on the affinity between 301 
the active substance and polymer: (i) impregnation, where the affinity is good and hydrogen bonding 302 
takes place; and (ii) deposition, where the affinity is poor or non-existent and the compounds are trapped 303 
on the polymer. In the present study, it is possible that impregnation occurs within the PET layer, and 304 
thus a strong interaction takes place between the OLE and the polymer that is evidenced by the peak at 305 
1713 cm-1. In the case of the PP layer, which is mostly comprised of long chains of saturated carbon 306 
with no functional groups, it is possible that deposition occurs rather than impregnation, and thus a 307 
"physical interaction" takes place which does not result in a reduction of the peak intensities of the 308 
samples’ spectra compared to the control. This has been suggested previously by Kazarian [26], who 309 
reported that methyl groups lack the capacity of CO2 to form interactions with functional groups. 310 
Consequently, the band positions of the OLE in the present study suggest that the apparent new bonds 311 
observed on the PP layer are due to the presence of OLE (see Figure 2b). The most intense peak 312 
variations are observed in the region of 3500-3000 cm-1 which is related to the O-H vibration and –NH2 313 
stretching as previously described, with variations also observed in the range of 1790-1550 cm-1. These 314 
results are in agreement with Rojas et al. [72], who reported that the >C=O stretching band at 1715 cm-315 
1 resulting from the impregnation of LLDPE with 2-nonanone is a combination of smaller bands: non-316 
associated carbonyl groups bound by dipole interactions (>1680 cm−1), or carbonyl groups that are 317 
weakly hydrogen bonded to other compounds (1679–1665 cm−1) or strongly hydrogen bonded to other 318 
compounds (<1664 cm−1). Shao et al. [73]  related the stretching vibration of the carbonyl group at 1672 319 
cm−1 to the benzene ring skeletal vibration at 1625 cm−1, which is in the region of the peak vibrations 320 
in the present study and this may confirm the presence of the OLE on the film surface.  Similarly, the 321 
peaks in the region 1455-1355 cm-1 which are related to the -CH2 skeletal vibration [74], are observed 322 
to increase with respect to the film control, which is also observed in the OLE spectrum.  323 
Comparison of the FTIR spectra obtained at 400 bar in both PP and PET layers showed that there were 324 
no observable differences between the impregnation modes along the wavelength range studied (see 325 
Figure 2).  The spectra of the samples treated at 400 bar and 55ºC in either mode provided the highest 326 
relative intensity signals. Conversely, when films were impregnated at 100 bar, the SM spectra signals 327 
were slightly increased in both layers compared to those of the BM spectra (Figure S3 and S4). This 328 
may be related to the higher AO loading shown previously for the film impregnated at 100 bar and 35ºC 329 
by SM. 330 
It can therefore be suggested that the SM process resulted in more significant differences in the FTIR 331 
spectra than the BM process and that the higher pressures and temperatures also resulted in greater 332 
changes in OLE interactions.  In addition, the PP layer was more significantly affected by structural 333 
changes than the PET layer. The observed structural modifications are not necessarily related to changes 334 
in AO activity since the type of interaction (i.e. impregnation or deposition) can influence the 335 
accessibility of the compounds and the subsequent reaction with the DPPH. 336 
3.3. Thermal Analysis  337 
3.3.1. Differential Scanning Calorimetry 338 
All DSC thermograms showed peaks that are typical of PET and PP polymers with the glass transition 339 
temperature (Tg), cold crystallization temperature (Tcc), and melting temperature of each layer (Tm) 340 
observed (see Figures 3A and 3B and Figure S5). The Tg is associated with changes in the amorphous 341 
region of polymers which depends on the mobility of the polymer chains; the Tm is determined by the 342 
transition of the crystalline regions and is specific to each layer; and the Tcc is the transition from 343 
amorphous to crystalline states where the molecules may achieve, at a certain stage, freedom of motion 344 
enough for ordering themselves spontaneously into a crystalline form [75].  345 
The results of the various transitions obtained from the thermograms are summarized in Table 1 and 346 
when compared statistically to the results of the control film (α = 0.05), some modifications were 347 
observed in the cases of samples treated with scCO2 without impregnation.  Samples processed at 35ºC 348 
resulted in reduced crystallinity of the PP with little effect on the crystallinity of the PET layer.  349 
Conversely, when samples were processed at 55°C, PP crystallinity was not affected but the Tg of the 350 
PET layer was increased. The crystallinity of PET layer remains almost unaffected by the process since 351 
the crystalline regions in the polymer do not significantly influence the Tg phenomenon, which is a 352 
property associated primarily with the amorphous regions. 353 
Champeau et al. [56] defined two conditions for a polymer to have a high CO2 sorption: (i) the chain 354 
mobility, and (ii) the interactions with CO2. In the present study, PP and PET only fulfil the condition 355 
of low sorption of CO2. The phenyl groups of PET provide rigidity to the polymer structure and 356 
considering that the working temperature remains lower than its Tg, chain mobility is restricted. 357 
However, PP has good chain mobility, and the rearrangement of the chains results in a decrease in the 358 
crystallinity. Conversely, the phenyl and carbonyl groups of PET can form specific interactions with 359 
CO2 [76], and as the FTIR analysis also revealed in the present study, these interactions could be 360 
favoured at 55ºC, which could lead to the observed increase in Tg.  361 
In the case of impregnated samples, differences were found in the crystallinity and Tg of the OLE-362 
impregnated samples which suggests that the presence of the extract may be also responsible for the 363 
observed changes in these parameters. As shown in Table 1, when compared to the control film, 364 
increasing the pressure lowered the %Xc in the PP layer for both modes of impregnation and for both 365 
temperature conditions of CO2 treatment without OLE. However, the presence of the extract did not 366 
substantially affect the PET crystallinity. Since the crystallite size rather than the %Xc influences the 367 
melting and glass transition temperatures, the scCO2 process may have a greater influence on the 368 
crystallite size of PP in particular. 369 
At a pressure of 400 bar, a significant reduction in %Xc is observed as a result of the reorganization of 370 
the PP polymer chains caused by the CO2 sorption at which point CO2-polymer interactions take place 371 
[77]. Moreover, PP chain mobility is favoured in the presence of the extract since the use of co-solvent 372 
has been reported to enhance the swelling effect in polymers [21, 78] and a decrease in the crystallinity 373 
with the incorporation of other compounds has also been reported in PP [79] and other polymers [80-374 
82]. Since the amorphous regions are increased, mass transfer is favoured [54] thereby increasing the 375 
level of impregnation. This was also observed in the present study with regard to the extent of loading 376 
(see Figure 1). Although the level of impregnation was measured on the whole film rather than on 377 
separate layers, higher pressures generally resulted in a higher AO loading.  378 
It was only possible to observe the Tg of the PET layer as the Tg of PP typically occurs at sub-freezing 379 
temperatures which are outside the range measurable with the instrument that was used. Generally, 380 
supercritical impregnation leads to a decrease in Tg, either due to the swelling effect of CO2 or the 381 
presence of the extract, both of which impart a plasticizing effect [78, 83]. The temperature at which 382 
the impregnation process is conducted can therefore have a significant effect on the Tg of the resulting 383 
film.   In particular, the presence of OLE in samples processed at 55ºC contributed to the increase of Tg 384 
values previously observed in samples submitted to the CO2 conditions. This may be due to the 385 
increased hydrogen bonding observed in the FTIR analyses [65] (Figure S1) and that may be at a 386 
maximum at the higher temperature, which may confirm the hypothesis of the chemical bond between 387 
OLE and PET layer.  388 
3.3.2. Thermogravimetric Analysis 389 
As shown in Figure 4, the thermal degradation of the control PET/PP film, and the films subjected to a 390 
BM processes with OLE extract occurred over a single step which is confirmed by a single peak in the 391 
first derivative curves (see Figure 4). Moreover, there is no separate step that can be attributed to the 392 
OLE extract in the thermogravimetric (TG) profile suggesting that these profiles correspond to the 393 
degradation of the polymer alone where the multilayer film is behaving as a homogeneous system. In 394 
the typical TG profile of the samples used in the current study, there is a significant mass loss 395 
commencing at between 300 and 350ºC which corresponds to degradation of the polymers and, in all 396 
cases, no residual inorganic content was observed after 800°C [84]. 397 
Kinetic analyses were performed on the thermograms in order to extract the apparent activation energy 398 
(Ea) of the degradation step in accordance with the method described by Bigger et al. [51]. The method 399 
is based on an iterative computerized technique in which various, well-established models [85-88] are 400 
applied to the mass loss curve in order to obtain the best fitting model under the same test conditions 401 
and to extract the Ea values. Table 2 shows the results of the TGA fitting analysis and, in general, the 402 
fit to the three-dimensional diffusion (D3) and first-order (F1) models are the strongest with the D3 403 
model presenting consistently high R2 values for the fitting parameter for all samples.  404 
In the D3 model of decomposition, the expression that describes the model with respect to the degree 405 
of conversion, , is given by [88]: 406 
𝑔(𝛼) = [1 − (1 − 𝛼)1/3]2      (7) 407 
The solution of g() is a function of the integral, p(x), and therefore a plot of g() versus p(x) should 408 
give a straight line if the correct model is applied [51]. As shown in Figure 5, a straight line is obtained 409 
in the example plot of the sample impregnated by batch mode at 400 bar and 35℃ and the R2 values 410 
associated with the measurement of Ea values in Table 2 are consistently high (i.e. > 0.99).  With the 411 
exception of the sample prepared by the BM process at 55℃ and 400 bar, there appears to be an overall 412 
trend between the OLE loading (Figure 1) in the samples and the Ea with the observed Ea decreasing 413 
with increasing OLE loading.  This could be due to the thermal destabilizing effect produced by the low 414 
levels of OLE or its degradation products (not detected in the TGA profiles) that are present in the 415 
polymer matrices of the laminate film.  Furthermore, under certain conditions used in the impregnation 416 
process the observed average Ea values are higher than the control film.   417 
Table 3 summarises the apparent activation energy values listed in Table 2 in terms of the effects of 418 
temperature, pressure and impregnation mode on this parameter.  The average apparent Ea values vary 419 
from 340 to 385 kJ mol-1 with an Ea value of 372 ± 6 kJ mol-1 obtained for the control film with no 420 
treatment.  In general, and with the exception of the sample prepared by the BM process at 35℃ and 421 
400 bar, the upward trend in the observed Ea with increasing %Xc values (see Tables 1 and 2) for those 422 
samples prepared at 35℃ may be related to the increased stability imparted to the polymer by the 423 
increased crystallinity. However, there are several components undergoing pyrolysis including PET, 424 
PP, PU adhesive, and OLE with the OLE itself a combination of many compounds. As such, there are 425 
many competing processes and there was no general trend observed among the Ea values observed as a 426 
result of the different treatments (see Table 3). Any trends amongst the different treatments and 427 
conditions would require further investigation to be identified. 428 
3.4. Tensile Strength 429 
Table 4 shows the results of the tensile strength (TS) measurements.  Samples subjected to scCO2 430 
treatment at 55ºC and either 100 or 400 bar without OLE exhibited higher TS values than those samples 431 
processed at 35ºC.  This elevation in TS with processing temperature was also observed in the cases of 432 
samples containing OLE and subjected to BM processing (see Table 4).  Upon the addition of OLE the 433 
difference in TS resulting from the processing at 55ºC and the control was reduced but there is still a 434 
significant difference with respect to the 35ºC treatment.  435 
The results are consistent with the DSC analyses where the Tg values were observed to be higher for 436 
samples impregnated at 55ºC than at 35ºC. This may be due to a hydrogen bonds between PET and  437 
OLE which can strengthen the polymer chains and increase the load required to break the polymer film 438 
under tension [65] and this is consistent with the findings of the FTIR and DSC analysis. In other 439 
systems, the impregnation process has been shown to have little impact on the ductility and mechanical 440 
strength of polymer films [89]. 441 
The impregnation mode was not a significant variable in any of the structural or thermal analyses with 442 
the exception of the mechanical properties. Samples impregnated by the SM process had significantly 443 
lower tensile break strength (α = 0.05) than those impregnated using the BM process. When comparing 444 
samples treated at the same temperature and pressure, the continuous flow of the CO2 under SM had a 445 
significant impact on the tensile strength with lower TS values compared to the BM samples. Although 446 
the plasticizing effect of the active compounds loaded into the polymer has been reported to affect the 447 
mechanical properties [13], in this case the effect of CO2 appears to be more dominant than the effect 448 
of the extract. There was no apparent relationship between the concentration of the extract and the 449 
decrease of the tensile strength. This could be due to the low loading of impregnated compounds or the 450 
possibility that the OLE is deposited on the surface only. In any case, it is possible that the technique 451 
of tensile testing is insufficiently sensitive to detect the slight differences in the TS that may arise at 452 
these low levels of loading.  Nevertheless, it is clear that the changes in the mechanical properties are 453 
not substantial enough as to compromise their use as packaging material. This is in agreement with the 454 
results obtained in the supercritical impregnation of other polymers [77]. 455 
4. Conclusions 456 
Supercritical impregnation is a very complex process in which the scCO2-substance-matrix interactions 457 
requires optimization of the operational conditions and the method of impregnation. It is clear that the 458 
operational conditions will affect polymer films differently depending on their physical and chemical 459 
characteristics such as composition, functional groups, thickness and crystallinity. It is therefore critical 460 
to evaluate the effect of factors involved in the impregnation processing conditions on key material 461 
properties of the film in order to guarantee its integrity after the treatment. In general, the effect of the 462 
supercritical treatment was correlated between the FTIR, thermal and mechanical properties analysed.  463 
In this study, temperature affected the PP and PET layers differently when CO2 conditions were applied. 464 
Samples treated at 35ºC showed lower PP crystallinity due to the higher chain mobility, whereas 465 
samples treated at 55ºC showed increased Tg for the PET due to the reaction of the carbonyl groups with 466 
the scCO2 under the respective conditions. The FTIR results of the impregnated samples revealed that 467 
impregnation occurred in both layers of the film which is an important factor to consider with regard to 468 
film orientation. In the presence of OLE, the influence of scCO2 on the film properties was enhanced, 469 
particularly when higher pressures were applied as a result of the favored solubilization of the OLE, the 470 
swelling of the PP and the bonding between OLE-PET, thereby favoring the AO loading. Films 471 
impregnated at 55ºC subsequently showed higher FTIR signals in both layers and higher Tg values than 472 
films subjected only to the CO2 conditions. Conversely, the decrease in crystallinity of PP was favored 473 
at higher pressures when the PP chain mobility chain was increased due to the plasticizing effect of the 474 
OLE. The mechanical strength was generally stable for samples treated in BM, with those treated in 475 
SM showing lower TS values possibly due to the effect of the continuous CO2 stream applied during 476 
impregnation.   477 
In general, the best impregnation conditions were obtained at 400 bar and 35ºC with a loading rate of 478 
2.5 ± 0.4 mg AO/g film. Under these conditions, there is adequate solubility of the OLE, an increase in 479 
the amorphous regions of PP and good interactions between PET and OLE. It is possible that in the 480 
samples impregnated at 400 bar and 55ºC, where the conditions of good solubility and higher 481 
amorphous regions in PP are also produced, the hydrogen bonding between PET and OLE is such 482 
favored such that migration from the PET layer is limited and subsequent reaction with the DPPH 483 
reagent are reduced. In this case, the migration of the compounds should be considered in order to 484 
ensure that the packaging film will impart adequate food preservation. 485 
The impregnation of natural extracts is also important to optimize given the heterogeneous nature and 486 
subsequent solubility of the components. For OLE used in the present study, samples impregnated at 487 
100 bar and 35ºC and 400 bar and 55ºC by SM showed similar AO loadings of 1.8 ± 0.3 and 1.75 ± 488 
0.01 mg AO/g film respectively. 489 
Consideration should therefore be given to the choice of film used for supercritical impregnation only 490 
if those changes substantially impact the film properties thereby making it impractical for food 491 
packaging purposes. Otherwise, slight modification of the impregnation methods and/or the polymeric 492 
substrates may need to be considered in order to obtain effective, active films.  493 
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Table 1. Values of Tm, %Xc, Tg, and Tcc obtained from DSC thermograms of control (untreated) PET/PP laminate films, films treated with CO2 and 738 
impregnated films with OLE. 739 
  PP  PET 
Mode Sample Tm/℃ %Xc  Tg /℃ Tcc/℃ Tm/℃ %Xc 
 
Control 161.60 ± 0.59 35.95 ± 0.32  82.70 ± 0.28 223.23 ± 5.07 253.30 ± 0.23 29.59 ± 0.47 
No Extract 
(BM) 
100 bar, 35℃ 161.72 ± 0.11 31.02 ± 1.70  82.20 ± 0.42 227.21 ± 0.64 253.33 ± 0.02 28.81 ± 1.08 
400 bar, 35℃ 161.85 ± 0.23 30.93 ± 2.93  82.85 ± 0.49 225.71 ± 1.41 253.14 ± 0.19 30.96 ± 2.97 
100 bar, 55℃ 161.12 ± 0.08 35.37 ± 1.42  90.08 ± 1.24 223.75 ± 0.85 253.31 ± 0.43 29.66 ± 1.47 
400 bar, 55℃ 161.46 ± 0.09 36.26 ± 1.72  93.63 ± 7.81 222.15 ± 2.84 253.24 ± 0.38 28.68 ± 0.21 
BM 100 bar, 35℃ 160.60 ± 0.93 35.12 ± 1.13  82.85 ± 0.07 231.18 ± 0.99 253.07 ± 0.15 26.55 ± 3.28 
400 bar, 35℃ 163.03 ± 0.87 28.85 ± 1.26  83.06 ± 0.93 233.11 ± 1.70 254.13 ± 0.24 29.16 ± 3.69 
100 bar, 55℃ 160.87 ± 0.47 35.25 ± 1.70  96.39 ± 1.85 230.41 ± 4.59 252.64 ± 0.73 29.34 ± 0.79 
400 bar, 55℃ 161.78 ± 1.01 33.57 ± 3.04  97.30 ± 1.27 220.97 ± 2.53 252.46 ± 0.76 31.14 ± 2.25 
SM 100 bar, 35℃ 161.38 ± 0.26 30.58 ± 4.39  102.45 ± 3.32 228.50 ± 1.45 253.31 ± 0.43 28.72 ± 6.16 
400 bar, 35℃ 162.19 ± 0.70 30.15 ± 1.74  83.28 ± 0.33 229.75 ± 1.27 253.96 ± 0.43 25.50 ± 2.61 
100 bar, 55℃ 161.56 ± 0.79 32.66 ± 2.54  95.22 ± 3.27 227.71 ± 4.61 252.73 ± 0.17 30.63 ± 1.55 
400 bar, 55℃ 161.98 ± 0.35 31.61 ± 1.29  86.75 ± 0.07 222.51 ± 0.22 253.08 ± 0.11 27.93 ± 2.14 
    
  740 
Table 2. Values of the kinetic model fitting parameter, 𝜌, linear regression coefficient, R2, and apparent activation energies, Ea, for the thermal decomposition 741 
of PET/PP laminate films subjected to scCO2 impregnation with and without OLE and under BM or SM conditions (degree of conversion range: 0.1    0.9). 742 
 Control No extract (BM) SM BM 
Kinetic Model  100 bar 35°C  100 bar 55°C  400 bar 35°C  400 bar 55°C  100 bar 35°C 100 bar 55°C 400 bar 35°C 400 bar 55°C 100 bar 35°C 100 bar 55°C 400 bar 35°C 400 bar 55°C 
Acceleratory              
Pn Power law 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.001 0 0 0.006 0 0 0 
E1 Exponential law 0.517 0.516 0.517 0.516 0.518 0.518 0.518 0.516 0.516 0.518 0.518 0.519 0.516 
Sigmoidal              
A2 Avrami-Erofeev 0.781 0.713 0.740 0.730 0.775 0.683 0.736 0.706 0.686 0.733 0.733 0.775 0.714 
A3 Avrami-Erofeev 0.760 0.693 0.704 0.710 0.742 0.649 0716 0.687 0.651 0.711 0.707 0.745 0.686 
A4 Avrami-Erofeev 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B1 Prout-Tompkins 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Deceleratory              
  Geometrical              
R2 Contracting area 0.829 0.795 0.814 0.800 0.844 0.808 0.880 0.820 0.767 0.876 0.855 0.854 0.817 
R3 Contracting volume 0.873 0.873 0.893 0.864 0.895 0.856 0.872 0.872 0.866 0.874 0.891 0.900 0.889 
  Diffusion              
D1 One dimensional 0.597 0.545 0.567 0.556 0.609 0.621 0.671 0.575 0.506 0.659 0.610 0.618 0.566 
D2 Two dimensional 0.930 0.936 0.940 0.934 0.938 0.960 0.984 0.958 0.936 0.981 0.961 0.943 0.954 
D3 Three dimensional 0.986 0.995 0.998 0.980 0.984 0.945 0.955 0.982 0.959 0.959 0.982 0.987 0.991 
D4 Ginstling-Brounshtein 0.947 0.959 0.962 0.956 0.957 0.956 0.976 0.982 0.958 0.984 0.978 0.960 0.977 
  Reaction Order              
F1 First order 0.989 0.958 0.976 0.970 0.995 0.908 0.919 0.944 0.961 0.923 0.949 0.973 0.958 
F2 Second order 0.889 0.862 0.871 0.874 0.877 0.784 0.798 0.835 0.864 0.803 0.836 0.868 0.848 
F3 Third order 0.655 0.639 0.649 0.648 0.643  0.540 0.538 0.603 0.656 0.547 0.597 0.631 0.621 
              
D3 model Ea/kJ mol
-1 372 ± 6.1 370 ± 9.6 353 ± 0.2 348 ± 3.3 340 ± 0.6 355 ± 4.8 382 ± 0.2 378 ± 2.6 352 ± 1.2 379 ± 0.4 385 ± 0.4 358 ± 1.0 385 ± 1.1  
g() vs. p(x) R2 0.9999 0.9982 0.9999 0.9996 0.9982 0.9995 0.9996 0.9991 0.9987 0.9937 0.9987 0.9998 0.999 
743 
Table 3. Average values of apparent activation energies, Ea, for the thermal decomposition of 
PET/PP laminate films subjected to different treatments.  The control is the untreated film. 
Treatment Average Ea 
value/kJ mol-1 
Control 372 ± 6.1 
Temperature  
35°C 365 ± 3.6 
55°C 366 ± 0.6 
Pressure  
100 bar 371 ± 2.6 
400 bar 360 ± 1.6 
Mode  
SM 367 ± 2.2 
BM 377 ± 0.7 




Table 4. Tensile strength results of control and impregnated PET/PP laminate films subjected to 
different treatments. 
Mode Sample Tensile Strength/kN 
 Control 
56.5 ± 8 
No extract 
(BM) 
100 bar, 35°C 55.4 ± 3.0 
400 bar, 35°C 52.4 ± 4.2 
100 bar, 55°C 62.5 ± 3.1 
400 bar, 55°C 61.5 ± 1.3 
BM 
100 bar, 35°C  57.1 ± 1.1 
400 bar, 35°C  59.6 ± 2.3 
100 bar, 55°C 65.3 ± 3.9 
400 bar, 55°C 66.5 ± 8.2 
SM 
100 bar, 35°C  48.6 ± 2.5 
400 bar, 35°C  48.6 ± 4.2 
100 bar, 55°C  54.5 ± 4.9 
400 bar, 55°C  54.3 ± 4.4 




Figure 1. Antioxidant loading in PET/PP laminate films impregnated by the SM and BM 






Figure 2. FTIR-ATR spectra of PET/PP laminate film impregnated with OLE at 400 bar: (A) PET 4 




SM 400 bar 35 ℃ 
SM 400 bar 55 ℃ 
BM 400 bar 35 ℃ 














* The control sample is referred to the non-treated film 17 
Figure 3. DSC thermograms of PET/PP laminate film samples impregnated by: (A) SM and (B) 18 





Figure 4. TGA thermograms and first derivative plots of control sample (non-treated PET/PP 22 
multilayer film) and PET/PP laminate film impregnated with OLE by the BM process at 400 bar 23 












Figure 5. Plots of g() versus p(x) for the three-dimensional diffusion (D3) fitting of PET/PP 36 
laminate film sample impregnated with OLE by the BM process at 400 bar and 35°C. 37 
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